CAMS- DST

Social Housing Decision Support Tool

CAMS-DST

Enabling housing landlords and customers to achieve maximum value from their
investment into housing, by applying whole life cycle cost approaches

Proven benefits of the CAMS-DST
CAMS-DST was born out of listening to housing landlords expressing a need for a single approach
to ensure and prove that their housing strategies provide the best possible value for all
stakeholders. To deliver this the CAMS-DST and supporting processes were developed to provide
social landlords with enhanced decision making analysis based on whole life cost within a single
package that:
• Meets all the requirements of ISO 55001: 2014 the international Standard for Asset
Management, and ISO 15686-5: 2017 for whole life building management.
• Analyses alternative investment options, to identify the most favourable solution based on
whole life ‘cradle to grave’ costs, incomes and other benefits e.g. lower energy consumption
from better thermal insulation.
• Incorporates monetised KPI’s to enable social housing landlords to assess the value for money
of social and environmental aspects (including CO2) of their housing strategies.
• Addresses issues of weak and unknown data in the case of new technologies, by showing the
difference that uncertainty has on the results. Helps guide data collection efforts in the right
areas.
• Applies to all stages of the housing life cycle from appraising new housing schemes, to
selecting the best heating system, or identifying the right balance for planned maintenance,
upgrades or refurbishments of aging or void properties.
Since 2018, the DST has been used
to generate the business case for
investment programmes, identifying
solutions that generate 22% in new
build and 18% in future maintenance
costs savings when compared to the
current strategies.
Option comparison

Lifecycle cost breakdown

It has also been
used to obtain
external bridge
funding, to comply
with emerging
targets for quality
and CO2 reduction.
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Features of the CAMS-DST and how it can help you:
•

Analyse whole life cycle costs over a planning period between 10 to 100 years.

•

Compare alternative methods of construction for new housing schemes from large,
multiple house types developments down to a single home.

•

Select the best heating system, determine optimum planned maintenance plans, assess
options for upgrades, overhauls and end of life strategies.

•

Customise set up to what you want to analyse, for example construction or maintenance
costs only, operating costs, customer costs, or environmental impact costs.

•

Model un-even cashflows, e.g. periodic equity release, rental income gaps, mid-life
remodelling and upgrades, and non-periodic maintenance costs.

•

Model and predict future repair costs associated with increasingly aging and low
performing stock, as part of the whole life cost analysis.

•

Develop pessimistic, realistic and optimistic forecasts based on uncertain data, then report
on the impact uncertainty has on conclusions.

•

Access library of templates, generate 3-point best fit curves for spot data, or import from
existing data.

•

Highly customisable and flexible data structures for easy integration with corporate IT
systems and existing data systems, rapidly reducing levels of data entry effort.

•

Share your data online with other users, and gain access to a wider library of comparable
cost data, or chose to ‘store your data offline’

•

Enjoy an excellent web-based user experience, with intuitive set up, support, navigation,
analysis and reporting features.

CAMS-DST Product and Services
We have several options to suit individual needs ranging from annual subscriptions for our
gold, silver and bronze membership, or perhaps our consultancy services accompanied with a
SAS licence for use of the CAMS-DST software and processes.
Please get in touch if you would like to receive a demonstration, interested in purchasing a
licence, being part of our DST Club, or simply would like to know more.
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About
CAMS-DST

CAMS is the provider of the DST and associated consultancy services, we have 28 years Asset
Management experience across 14 sectors, covering building environment, petrochemical,
infrastructure, utilities sectors, UK councils and public authorities.
We have been providing strategic asset management services for social landlords over the last
three years.
With eight years experience developing whole life costs appraisal tools, we bring our broad
experience to develop high value tools and advisory services for the social housing sector.

What clients say about us…
"Benefiting from CAMS Asset Management experience"
Magna has over the last 2 years benefitted from CAMS broad base of Asset Management
experience from several sectors, helping us embed best practice Asset Management and
whole life cycle cost principles into how we manage our existing and future housing stock.
Paul Read – Head of Development – Magna Housing

"CAMS present a fresh approach"
We are working with CAMS and Magna Housing to create new homes aligned to the
guidelines contained in the UK Construction Sector Deal, focusing on whole life cycle
costing and best practice principles in Asset Management, as contained in the ISO 55001
Standard. CAMS present a fresh approach to the affordable housing sector. Using their
expertise gained in other sectors enables us to assist our clients in planning , procuring and
delivering affordable housing in innovative ways across the south west.
Mary Bennell – Director - LHC

“Answering those really difficult questions”
We employed CAMS to help answer a key question, "which method of construction for our
new programme offers the best value for money when considering all costs and risks over
the life of the homes?” Using their DST, CAMS presented a robust business case in favour of
the best method of construction that aligns with our strategy to provide long term
sustainable homes at affordable prices. Not only has this helped guide our development
programme, the DST has also highlighted areas where we can improve in the management
of our existing homes”Laura Young, Housing Development Manager at Wiltshire Council
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